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The latest update of the Deeper App will revolutionise how you use, access and store
your fishing data. That’s because you will now be able to sync every scan, map and
fishing note you make with our secure cloud server.
This means that your data is safe if you lose your phone, and easy to access if you get a
new one. But, used together with the Lakebook web portal, it means much more than
that. Now you can view and share not only maps, but also scans, on any computer.
Investigate and analyse in comfort, then share with your buddies or print off your best
maps and scans.

SO, HOW DOES IT WORK?
Syncing your data
• First, you will need to be a registered user. Go to Settings > Accounts in the
app, create your unique login or sign in using Google or Facebook, and you’re
ready to sync your data.

• Remote data (which is only saved on our server) cannot be immediately
accessed through the Deeper App – if you want to view it on your phone
or any other Android or iOS device, you will need to download it from the
cloud first. Maps and scans stored as remote data can be viewed on the
Lakebook web portal.

• You also need to have version 7.0 or above of the Deeper App. You can
update your app today on Googleplay (for Android) and App Store (for iOS).
Because this is a major change to the Deeper system, we are introducing it
progressively. If you are unable to access the latest version, please try again
after one day, or you can subscribe to our email newsletter and get news on
when the update is available for you.
• Then the next time you open the Deeper App, your data will be converted
and then synced. Just follow the instructions on the screen.
• Your data is now synced, and any new data will be automatically synced
after about one day, making it more secure and more accessible.
• If you want to sync new scans sooner, for example so you can view them on
Lakebook, you can do this manually. Just go to the history menu in the app
and click the icon in the top right corner (a cloud with an up arrow like the one
shown below).

• Scans saved as Synced data will appear as normal in the app, whereas
Remote data will still appear, but only as a grey outline. (see screenshot
below).

Options for saving your data:
• With your data synced, you now have more flexibility as to how you store
it. You have 2 main options for how to keep your data – Synced (which
means it is saved on both your phone and our cloud server) and Remote
(which means it is only saved on our cloud server).
• Synced data can be accessed on your phone and on any other iOS or
Android device using the Deeper App. Maps and scans can also be viewed
on the Lakebook web portal (currently notes and saved locations (dropped
pins) are not visible on Lakebook, but this will be possible in the future).

Synced data is accessible on any device, and maps and scans can be viewed
on Lakebook

• Your scans will be saved as Synced data by default. To make a session
into Remote data, which means it will not be taking up any space on your
phone, just select the delete icon, then choose the option “Only delete
from app”. You will still see the session in the app, but only as a grey outline.

Syncing new scans
• Any new maps or scans you make will be synced with our cloud server
automatically, but this may not happen straight away.

• If you made the scan in Standard Mode, you will see a pin on the map
showing where you recorded the data. You can scroll through the scan like
on the app.

• If the session has a cloud icon with a tick, then it is already synced. If it
only has an outline of a cloud, it has not been synced yet (see screenshot
below).

• To immediately upload any unsynced sessions, just hit the icon on the
top right of the screen when you’re in history mode (a cloud with an up
arrow). Unsynced data is only accessible on your phone, and not on any
other devices or Lakebook.

• If you made the scan using Boat Mode or Onshore GPS Mode, you will
see both your underwater contour map and your scan. A Deeper icon
moves over your map as you scroll through the scan so you can see the
exact point where the data was recorded.

Viewing your data on different devices through the app
• Now you can view your scans, maps, saved locations and notes through
the Deeper App on any Android or iOS phone or tablet.
• Just login to the App (Settings > Accounts) and all your data will be
accessible. If you created the scans using an Android device and want to
view them on an Apple device, or vice versa, no problem.

• You can share your maps and scans with your fishing buddies through
Lakebook, or make print outs of your best spots. Plus maps can be
downloaded in raw data format which you can then use with other
mapping programs.

Who can access your data?
Viewing your data on Lakebook
• Lakebook is a web portal which allows you to view most of your Deeper
data on any computer. Just go to maps.deepersonar.com and login (using
the same username and password you use for the Deeper App).

• With the new app update, you can now view scans as well as maps on the
Lakebook portal.

• Our aim is to make your data more secure and accessible. We will never
share your data with other anglers without your permission. The scans and
maps you upload to our server can only be viewed using your unique login.
If you choose to share a map or scan using Lakebook, you will be given a
unique link which you can then share with anyone you want, but this will
not be shared publicly.

